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Sextech, porn and the 
law: some legal stuff



https://www.scl.org/articles/3859-
sextech-sticky-legal-issues
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Sextech and privacy



https://www.girlonthenet.com/
2017/03/20/we-vibe-sex-toy-data/







“Nice device you’ve got 
there”

Shame if it stopped working



Is that “consent”?

No 

Not “freely given”



What if there is no 
consent?

Is there another legal basis?



Bases of processing

Consent 

Necessary to fulfil a contract 

Required by law 

Legitimate interests



But we are talking about 
sextech

Probably sensitive personal 

data 

So legitimate interests is not an 

option



Lack of consent is a 
problem

Legally and ethically 

Probably a claim for damages 

(draft ePrivacy regulation)



But would you sue?

Hassle 

Cost 

Publicity



Media CAT Ltd v Adams & 
Ors

[2011] EWPCC 6 

“Speculative invoicing”



Paragraph 21

“Some people will be tempted to 

pay … simply because of the 

desire to avoid embarrassment 

and publicity given that the 

allegation is about pornography.”



Sextech and safety



Communicating — and 
withdrawing — consent

e.g. a “safe word”



Safety by design

Safe words 

“Fail safe” design



http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/howaboutthat/11400246/BandQ-sends-Fifty-Shades-of-
Grey-memo-warning-staff-to-expect-soar-in-demand-for-cable-ties-and-rope.html





https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2571127



https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2007581







JUST IN CASE 
YOU DID NOT 

ALREADY THINK 
THIS IS A REALLY 

BAD IDEA







“no … warranties of any kind … 

including, without limitation, … 

fitness for a particular purpose”



Practise safe sextech  



Sextech and crime





Voyeurism



“for the purpose of sexual 
gratification”

Just one motivation



Blackmail

s21 Theft Act 1968 

Unwarranted demand 

With menaces



Unauthorised remote 
control



s2 Sexual Offences Act 
2003



“A person”

A remote person?



s1 Computer Misuse Act 
1990



https://www.engadget.com/
2017/05/24/sextech-hacking-laws/



Anonymous remote 
control

If I make a device available for 

anonymous remote control, do I 

consent to everyone controlling 

it? 

If I connect, do I have consent?



Possibly far-fetched, 
but…

What if a child has taken it?



s74 Sexual Offences Act 
2003

“agrees by choice, and has the 

freedom and capacity to make 

that choice.”



Paternalism

No consent to an act where 

there is “a realistic risk of a 

more than transient or trivial 

injury”



But only people can 
commit crimes

A robot is not a person 

Could sextech go further than 

your partner? e.g. a caning 

robot



Sextech and 
relationships



Sextech and marriage



Can I marry a robot?



No

Well, not at the moment



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Sudanese_goat_marriage_incident



In the future?

Perhaps if robots get legal 

personhood



But then they could marry 
each other

Would a robot want to marry a 

human?



Sextech and divorce



Matrimonial Causes Act 
1973

“a petition for divorce may be 

presented to the court by 

either party to a marriage on 

the ground that the marriage 

has broken down irretrievably”



Matrimonial Causes Act 
1973

“a petition for divorce may be 

presented to the court by 

either party to a marriage on 

the ground that the marriage 

has broken down irretrievably”



Must meet one of the 
legal bases

Adultery 

Unreasonable behaviour 

Desertion 

Living apart



Adultery

“respondent has committed 

adultery and the petitioner 

finds it intolerable to live with 

the respondent"



s1(6)

“Only conduct between the 

respondent and a person of 

the opposite sex may 

constitute adultery for the 

purposes of this section”



s1(6)

“Only conduct between the 

respondent and a person of 

the opposite sex may 

constitute adultery for the 

purposes of this section”



Unreasonable behaviour

“the respondent has behaved 

i n s u c h a w a y t h a t t h e 

petitioner cannot reasonably 

be expected to live with the 

respondent"



Rayden & Jackson on Relationship 
Breakdown, Finances and Children

“the court … will have regard to 

the history of the marriage and 

to the individual spouses 

before it in assessing what is 

reasonable”



So, perhaps
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